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easywash365+ wall boom extension with ceiling boom

screw connection 3/8“ M

protection against water (f)

Rubber cone

insertion for high pressure hose

insertion for  
high pressure hose

ceiling boom

swivel  
3/8“ AG

counterplate (opt.)

An annual check of all swivel 
connections on wear and cracks is 
urgently recommended. 
No greasing required

Achtung: Hängelast pro  
Bohrung max. 20 kN
Bitte keine Lasten ans Ende 
des Auslegers hängen

seal-kit for swivel 90° 

swivel 90°

grooved ball 
bearings

retaining ring

ceiling 
boom

-  Read all instructions before the  
initial operation. Check their  
proper condition and that they  
operate safely.

-  Our products should only be installed 
by experienced users of high pressure 
equipment

-  Always use protection gear when using 
products connected to high pressure.

-  Never direct any high pressure water-jet at 
humans, animals or electric installations.

-  Before any maintenance or nozzle-change, 
turn off the high pressure water supply, 
e.g.: turn off and secure the power switch.

-  Safety regulations and guidelines (Accident 
Prevention Rules) from the manufacturer of 
your high pressure cleaner are applicable.

- Nozzle installation according to Nozzle 
manufacturer.
- No modifications to the unit are permitted.

For your own safety
1.    Mounting part of the boom (b) needs to be fixed at the 

desired place (wall, bracket), please pay attention to the 
load capacity of the wall / bracket, if necessary, please use 
the optionally available counter plate (e). 
 The boom (a) needs to be fixed with the bolt at the moun-
ting part, the included protection against water (f) must be 
positioned on top under the bolt intake, the disc (g) needs 
to be placed on the lower bolt. Afterwards the bolt must 
be locked with the retaining ring. Please fix the wall boom 
extension by means of the 4 included screws. Please fix 
the ceiling boom (d) with the 4 included screws at the wall 
boom extension. The hose connection must be positioned 
in direction to the boom. The optionally available high 
pressure hose must be inserted into the provided hole on 
the side of the mounting part of the boom and needs to be 
moved up to the boom. 
Afterwards the hose needs to be attached to the connection 
of the ceiling boom (3/8“).

Attention: bearable hole load (e.g.: bolt M12)  
at least 20 kN
 
2.   Tightly fasten the high pressure hose or the high pressure 

pipe connection coming from the high pressure pump, to 
the inlet (c).

3.  Tightly fasten the high pressure hose with lance or brush to 
the swivel (d).

Assembly instructions
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disc (g)

Length 2000 mm > 345 154 002 11
Length 3000 mm > 345 154 003 11


